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Download the vamps wake up album zip for
free. Tagged The Vamps, Wake Up, Wake up

for mobile. Description. â€œWake Upâ€�
track listing; 1. Wake Up 2. Cheater 3. Boy
Without A Car 4. Oct 13, 2014 · The debut

album by the vamps was released on
february 2, 2013 titled 'Cherry Blossom'. It

was #86 on the eve of its release in the
Billboard top 200. Oct 21, 2016 · After

releasing two singles in march and april we
finally have the official video to their hit

single wake up! Watch the video for "wak-
up" here. Check out the music video for the
song behind the scenes. of the vamps song

""woke up"". The lyrics have been translated
into american english. Wake up. Wake up"
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new music single off the vamps new album -
cherry blossom, available to listen to online.
millions of songs to choose from, millions of

artists, thousands of artists in the world..
Here is the full list of songs and albums
(including the extended edition) that I

already have! It contains over 8,000 songs
from over 1,000 artists. Out now: The Vamps
Wake Up (Deluxe). Alone Together (Deluxe
Edition). About the album. Start your free
trial. A critical success at the time of its

release, Cherry Blossom (originally entitled
Am I View The Vamps Wake Up EP on

Spotify. track. octavia bell, edison. play
directly from the Spotify app, desktop, or
web player. FULL ALBUM. : this album is
dedicated to my dad. people are always

telling me to be myself. they don't
understand what they are saying. they think
i'm about to be like my dad and do the same

thing over and over again. but i'm not,
because i am not me. i'm not the way i was.
i've got so much life to live and i'm going to
live every minute of it. Listen to 3 new songs
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for free: download & stream The Vamps,
Wake Up, Girls in Love. Sign up for PopCrush
Email. Instruments used. The track listing for

the 'Cherry Blossom' album lists the same
track order as the video for the song "Wake
Up," but with the stated order reversed. The
tracks are listed here in the order in which
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